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Description
Bethesda Downtown Sector Plan: Work Session #14
Summary
Work session #14 will be a continuation of work session #13, furthering the discussion on the Option
Three Bethesda Overlay Zone requirements as recommended by the Planning Board. Staff will confirm
with the Planning Board the requirements for the Overlay Zone including the Park Impact Payment, 15%
MPDUs and the Design Review Panel.
Following the Overlay Zone discussion, staff will present the Park Impact Payment cost and analysis
requested by the Planning Board, further discussion on Priority Sending Sites and any additional
incentives to be added to the Plan, including discussion of particular sites that should be added or
removed as a priority sending site. Staff will also discuss the mechanics of the Design Review Panel and
how it would work under the Overlay Zone as well as the role of the Urban Design Guidelines in the
Master Plan.

DISCUSSION
Park Impact Payment
At the May 19 continuation of work session #12, Park staff received guidance from the Planning Board
on how to proceed with calculating an appropriate Park Impact Payment to be applied to added density
under the proposed BOZ. The Planning Board agreed with the staff principle that acquisition and
development of parks within the BDP should be funded through a balance of the Impact Payment on
new development in Bethesda and the general tax base via the County CIP. The parks proposed in the
Bethesda Downtown Plan will serve the existing and new populations in and near Bethesda and also
populations from around the County who come to shop, dine, see movies, and attend special events in
and around these public parks. The Planning Board further directed that the value of the Park Impact
Payment should be set to fund a portion of the total estimated cost of acquisition and development of
these new and expanded parks.
At work session #14 on June 9, Park and Planning staff will present the estimated cost for acquisition
and development of all the public parks in the Plan, and a proposal for what proportion of the estimated
cost should be funded through the Park Impact Payment. Staff will also summarize research into similar
park impact payments in other parts of the country, as well as economic valuations that will put the
proposed impact payment into economic perspective in the Bethesda development market.
Priority Sending Sites
At the May 19, 2016, staff provided the Planning Board with an overview of the recommended
incentives as outlined in the May 2015 Public Hearing Draft and also provided recommendations for
additional incentives to be added to the Plan, including removing the BLT requirement for priority
sending sites, eliminating the 15 percent MPDU requirement for priority sending site density, and
removal of the Park Impact Payment. The Planning Board requested further discussion on how to
balance the priority sending site incentives with the amenities in the option three density pool as well as
staff’s recommendation for other sites that may be added to the priority sending site designation and/or
those that should be removed.
Staff will brief the Planning Board on added incentives for the priority sending sites provided by the land
use bar and others (attached) and staff will provide the Board with a breakdown of the best possible
options.
Design Review Advisory Panel
An important goal of the Bethesda Downtown Plan is to heighten design excellence and improve the
quality of architecture, urban design and landscape design. High quality design of buildings and the
public realm are key to reflect Bethesda’s community identity and improve economic competitiveness,
livability and environmental quality.
As outlined in the last work session on May 19, 2016, a key requirement for projects seeking additional
density through the Bethesda Overlay Zone (Option Three) is the Design Review Advisory Panel. The
Planning Board requested that staff provide a more detailed overview as to how the advisory panel
would work.

Goal of the Design Review Advisory Panel
 Achieve the highest quality design for the planned and built environment;
 Assist in resolving issues that arise in the regulatory process where urban design principles go
conflict with other county agency regulations by providing a review and discussion earlier in the
process;
 Prioritize the allocation of the CR Public Benefit Points in the Commercial Residential Incentive
Density Implementation Guidelines.
How it would work
 Semi‐autonomous group, similar to the Public Art Review Panel, to give design input on projects
at the Concept Plan and/or Sketch Plan stage
 Currently recommended for Optional Method projects in the CR zone at Concept Plan, required
for property owners seeking additional density allocation through the BOZ
 Five‐person group made up of three architects (Director, Senior Urban Designer), one developer,
and one citizen.
 Meet once a month on an as‐needed basis.
 Recommendations by the panel are forwarded to staff to assist in the review process, and are to
be given great weight.

Design Guidelines Discussion
With the increases to allowable building heights recommended for Downtown Bethesda and the
flexibility to transfer and allocate additional density, design guidelines become critically important to
ensure that Downtown Bethesda will be a walkable environment where buildings frame a vibrant public
realm and relate to the human scale. The question for the board to consider is: how specific should the
design guidelines be in the Sector Plan vs the separate Urban Design Guidelines document which
traditionally accompanies the Sector Plan but is reviewed by the Planning Board at a later date?
Staff recommends including additional recommendations in Section 2.6 Urban Design that outline the
expectations for building design and then further refining these recommendations in the Urban Design
Guidelines document. It is important to note that the Urban Design Guidelines document will also
include guidelines for additional topic areas such as open spaces, streets, placemaking and key sites
within each district.

Attachments
List of possible Priority Sending Site incentives provided by others
Recent Correspondence between May 12, 2016 and June 1, 2016

